
Steroids Primobolan Depot - GP Prima 100 mg

GP Prima is an injectable steroid which contains the hormone Methenolone Enanthate in a preparation of 100 mg per ML.

Product: GP Prima 100 mg 10 ml
Category: Injectable Steroids
Ingridient: Methenolone Enanthate
Manufacture: Geneza Pharmaceuticals
Qty: 1 vial
Item price: $118.80

→ VISIT OUR STORE ←
Top set on bench matched my PR w/ 90kg despite feeling weak and drained, so I’m actually pretty stoked with that. Also hit a small kilo plate PR with 80kg for 10 after the top
set at 90. Following bench I had a great session and managed to get an excellent pump, although my left shoulder is still nagging me a small bit so I need to be wary of that.
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Like all industries, they just need and want to make money and people wanting to lose weight and gain muscle are vulnerable to misinformation and false promises..
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We all have bad days in the gym and as you can see by these awful squats yesterday was my day � I tend to have at least one bad session every week thanks to stress and
energy levels (not even pre workout or amino helps give a boost�)!!! Form may have not been the best and didn’t keep my core in but hitting 80kg for 8x3 is amazing for how I

https://www.smore.com/dgmhx-anadrol-steroid-tablets


felt this night! Even if you make it to the gym on a day you really didn’t feel like going you should always give yourself a pat on the back as anything is better than nothing! legday
keepgoing motivation gym weightlifting fitness.
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